FREEDOM BUOY Assembly and Instructions
USE NON-CHLORINE
BLEACH AS NEEDED

HAND
WASH
CHOKING HAZARD – Small Parts
Not for Children under 3 years old.
Use with adult supervision only!
This is NOT a lifesaving device!
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The Freedom Buoy pouch contains spare parts*.
*NOT INTENDED FOR SMALL CHILDREN
The Freedom Buoy pouch can be used to store valuables
1.
2.
3.
4.

Place the water-proof valuables inside the pouch
Pull the two pouch drawstrings tight
Attach it to the net/paracord using the black clips
Swim normally. The pouch will be under water.

FREEDOM “DIVER” BUOY Instructions
NOTE: The legal “Diver” flag size varies by State. Prior to purchase,

consult your local Department of Natural Resources for details

Use a dowel rod
as a flag pole and
attach it directly
to the net using
the 2 black hooks

Attach the flag
directly to the
net using the
two black
hooks.

Check with your local DNR for consent.
Prior to fully inflating the Freedom Buoy,
place the flag inside the net. Position
the flag so it is upright and displayed
correctly when the buoy is fully inflated.
NOTE: The pouch can be used as a
counter-weight by filling it with
enough personal items to keep the
flag upright in heavy wind or waves.

By law, any vessel must maintain a distance of at least 100 feet from any diver’s flag.
The minimum flag size is 12 inches by 12 inches on a buoy towed by a swimmer.

The Freedom “DIVER” Buoy allows you to swim freely anywhere without a spotter.
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